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deluge on Buenos Aires, made them feel quito at home by
murmuring politely, " Como Londrcs"
"Yes/' they replied with perfect chivalry, "just like
London/*
3, Conferencia
The first plunge was terrifying, since the most hardened
public speaker would feel a little hesitation before starting
on a round of speeches in a foreign language. Royalty is
always capable of these linguistic efforts; and as the em-
barrassed speaker clutched the little sheet containing his
few remarks in Spanish, he was feeling just like royalty—like
elderly, female royalty about to open a bazaar. Pronounc-
ing with laborious inaccuracy, he reached the end and was
distinctly gratified to read next clay that a reporter recog-
nised his speech as Spanish, It must have been a star
reporter; and I cannot doubt that his unusual powers of
detection were rewarded by immediate promotion. One of
his audience informed the orator with reckless courtesy that
his remarks were in the language of Cervantes; but if that
was so, we have been much misled as to Cervantes*
Another circumstance heightened the terrors of his new
departure. Public life in Argentina is conducted to a
permanent accompaniment of flashlight photography, since
newspaper readers expect a full pictorial record of the day's
events, One gradually grew accustomed to the magnesium
preliminaries of any gathering at which more than five
persons were present; and I subsequently took the liberty
of indicating to the British Chamber of Commerce that no
effort should be spared in order to secure for British suppliers
the highly valuable market in this commodity. But its
effect on nervous orators is devastating. Habituated to the
European practice under which a photograph is taken at the
beginning of proceedings and the smoke dissolves long before
the business opens, they are completely taken by surprise in
Argentina.   For a shrewd criollo public is not going to be
taken in by one of those artfully staged photographs in which

